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ABSTRACT In the last years, acoustic word embeddings (AWEs) have gained significant interest in the
research community. It applies specifically to the application of acoustic embeddings in the Query-byExample Spoken Term Detection (QbE-STD) search and related word discrimination tasks. It has been
shown that AWEs learned for the word or phone classification in one or several languages can outperform
approaches that use dynamic time warping (DTW). In this paper, a new method of learning AWEs in
the DTW framework is proposed. It employs a multitask triplet neural network to generate the AWEs.
The triplet network learns acoustic representations of words through a comparison of DTW distances.
In addition, a multitask objective, including a conventional word classification component, and a triplet loss
component is proposed. The triplet loss component applies the DTW distance for the word discrimination
task. The multitask objective ensures that the embeddings can be used with DTW directly. Experimental
validation shows that the proposed approach is well-suited, but not necessarily restricted to the QbE-STD
search. A comparison with several baseline methods shows that the new method leads to a significant
improvement of the results on the word discrimination task. An evaluation of the word clustering in the
learned embedding space is presented.
INDEX TERMS Acoustic word embedding, dynamic time warping, triplet network, query-by-example.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) algorithm, introduced
more than two decades ago [1], finds the optimal alignment
between points of two time-series. By using a nonlinear
mapping of samples from one time-series into another one,
this method achieves an effective alignment despite possible
local temporal or phase distortions issues. The DTW and its
variants have been applied in speech recognition [1], Queryby-Example (QbE) search [2], bioinformatics [3], and poststroke rehabilitation [4].
In speech recognition and classification tasks, the DTW is
used along with Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs)
as a feature representation of acoustic time-series. However,
it has been shown that direct application of MFCCs into DTW
often becomes a limiting factor affecting the overall system
performance since the same speech units can be pronounced
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Alberto Cano
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differently by different speakers. These differences are natural results of high variability in the physical anatomy of the
human vocal tract depending on factors such as the speaker’s
sex, age, accent, cognitive load, or emotional state.
In the Query-by-Example Spoken Term Detection (QbESTD), several speech segment representations such as
phonetic and Gaussian posteriorgrams [5]–[7] have been
proposed. When combined with DTW, they have shown
encouraging results. One of the main advantages of these
methods is their applicability in low-resource scenarios.
However, some aspects of speech, such as pronunciation
variability, negatively affect the performance of sub-word
models and remain a research challenge.
Meanwhile, the recent advent of deep learning techniques
created the potentials for new powerful approaches in the
speech processing field. In particular, acoustic word embeddings (AWEs) based on various types of deep learning
frameworks are attracting increasing interest in the research
community [8]–[11], [12], [13]. AWEs are acoustic feature
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representations that can be learned directly from speech data.
The aim is to create ‘‘less distant’’ time series embeddings
for the same words and ‘‘more distant’’ for different words.
The notion of embedding space and the distance between
embeddings can vary. The model, proposed in [14], for example, focuses on semantic similarity. It has an encoder-decoder
structure. The encoder takes acoustic input and maps it into
a fixed-sized vector representation. The decoder, in turn,
uses the vector representation to predict neighboring acoustic
segments within a specified range of the data corpus. In [15],
a new loss function is proposed and applied to directly train
acoustic embeddings that retain the phonetic distance. It was
achieved by minimizing the difference between embedding
distance and phonetic edit distance between words. In [16],
orthographic representations of words were included in their
acoustic embeddings using a multi-view representation learning setting.
In general, existing approaches solely rely on the acoustic
representation of words when learning their embeddings.
The majority of them incorporate the training of Siamese
neural networks. A Siamese network consists of a pair of
coupled networks that take two speech segments as inputs
and produce their embeddings, trained to minimize a hinge
loss that separates the same-word pairs from different-word
pairs by a given margin [8], [10]–[12]. An alternative method
proposed in these studies was a single Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) trained as a word classifier, which was found
to perform similarly to the Siamese CNN networks. In [8],
the best Average Precision (AP) on the word discrimination
task was reported to achieve a value of 0.549.
It was shown in a recent study [10] that a Siamese network
consisting of two Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks [17] outperformed earlier benchmarks achieving AP
of 0.671. Embeddings generated by these methods had a fixed
length regardless of the length of the input sequences. A comparison between the fixed-length embeddings can be made
using the cosine similarity measure. However, the fixedlength nature of the embeddings makes them not suitable for
the DTW framework.
Another recent study [18] proposed to use AWEs learned
by feed-forward neural networks as inputs to the DTW algorithm. This approach has shown state-of-the-art performance
on the QbE-STD task. However, the learning of these embeddings was not optimized for their use within the DTW algorithm. In other words, there was a mismatch between how the
AWEs were trained and how they were employed later within
the DTW algorithm.
In summary, there has been limited research on the applicability of AWEs in the canonical DTW framework. To address
this limitation we investigate how different learning objectives of AWEs affect the performance of the DTW algorithm when embeddings are applied as input to the DTW.
We evaluate the DTW performance on a word discrimination
task, which is related to the QbE-STD task. As a significant contribution of this study, we propose a novel loss
function for learning AWEs. In contrast to previous related
103328

work [10], [15], [16], we use DTW distance as a pairwise
distance measure in the triplet loss, which allows learning
acoustic word embeddings in a way that similar words have a
small DTW distance and remain close to each other in the
embedding space, while non-similar words occur far apart
from each other and have a high DTW distance.
Additionally, we investigate whether combining a traditional word recognition objective and a triplet loss leads to an
improvement in AWEs learning. We show that, if applicable,
this training scenario gives significantly better results compared to corresponding single-objective settings. As shown
in Section IV, AWEs learned with the proposed objective
improve the discrimination performance of the DTW algorithm, in comparison with the AWEs obtained through training a word recognition neural network or a Siamese network
trained to discriminate different words [10]. We also perform
an analysis of the embedding space and visualize the clustering of the AWEs in that space. The code for training and
experimental results of the proposed model is available for
the community on Github.1
II. METHOD

In this section, we present the methods and concepts
employed in this study and discuss our approach in detail.
A. SOFT-DTW

Soft-DTW is a variant of DTW introduced in [19]. It provides
a smoothed formulation of DTW, which calculates the softminimum of all alignment costs as opposed to finding the
minimal-cost alignment proposed in the original DTW formulation. Soft-DTW holds a valuable property that makes it
particularly well-suited for application in the Deep Learning
framework. As shown in [19], it is a differentiable loss function. Both its value and gradient can be calculated with O(nm)
time/space complexity, where n and m denote the respective
lengths of the two sequences.
The objective of soft-DTW can be defined as follows:
dtwγ (x, y) := minγ {hA, 1(x, y)i, A ∈ An,m },

(1)

where 1(x, y) := [δ(xi , yj )]ij ∈
is the cost matrix of
pairwise distances between x and y time-series of lengths n
and m, respectively. The inner product hA, 1(x, y)i of that
matrix with an alignment matrix A gives the score of this A
alignment. The generalized min operator is defined as:
(
mini≤n ai ,
γ =0
γ
Xn
min (a1 , . . . , an ) =
(2)
−ai /γ
−γ log
e
, γ >0
Rn×m

i=1

By varying the smoothing parameter γ , we can control the impact of non-optimal alignments on the resulting
score of the DTW. When γ = 0, we recover the original
DTW(x, y) := minA∈An,m hA, 1(x, y)i, which only considers
the optimal alignment. Further details such as gradient computation via algorithmic differentiation and an analysis of the
smoothing parameter γ can be found in [19]. An open-source
1 codebase: https://github.com/qdenisq/Soft-DTW-AWE
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implementation of Soft-DTW, written for PyTorch [20], was
used in this study.
B. THE TRIPLET NETWORK

As described in [21], a triplet network is comprised of 3
instances of the same feed-forward network with shared
parameters. When fed with three input samples, one of which
is the reference (or anchor) sample, the network outputs two
intermediate values denoting the δ distances between the
embeddings generated by the reference input and the embeddings generated by the two other input samples. We denote
the triplet of inputs as x, x+ , and x− . Where, x denotes an
anchor input sample, x+ is an input sample of the same class
as the anchor x, whereas x− is a sample that belongs to a
different class. Using Net(x), Net(x+ ) and Net(x− ) to denote
outputs from the shared embedding sub-networks, we can
express the output of the triplet network as follows:
" 
 #
δ Net(x), N et x−

− +
TripletNet x, x , x =

 ∈ R2+ (3)
δ Net(x), N et x+
It is important to note that in the approach proposed here,
the output of the embedding model Net(x) is a stack of the
frame-level embeddings Net(xt ). This is in contrast with [10],
where only an embedding of the last frame Net(xT ) was used
as an output.
A schematic view of the triplet network is shown in Fig. 1.
Each of the input samples (x, x+ , x− ) is fed independently
into the embedding sub-network Net, which could be given
either as a Feedforward Neural Network, Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN), Recurrent Neural Network (RNN),
or any other type of a non-linear function approximator.
Embeddings
are then

 used to compute pairwise distances
δ Net(x), Net x+ between the outcomes given for the
+
anchor Net(x) and
 for the positive
 sample Net(x ) (posi−
tive pair), and δ Net(x), Net x
between an the outcome

for the anchor Net(x) and for the negative sample Net(x− )
(negative pair). In [21], the Euclidean distance was used as a
distance measure between samples. Given that the proposed
approach has no constraints with regards to the choice of the
distance measure aside from it being differentiable, as we
show in the following sections, the Euclidean distance can
be substituted by the Soft-DTW-distance. The two distances
(one for the positive and one for the negative pair of embeddings), are fed directly into a comparator.
The loss function used to train the triplet network is given
as:


L(x, x+ , x− ) = max(δ Net(x), Net x+


−δ Net(x), Net x− + α, 0), (4)
where the distance from anchor to the positive sample is
minimized, while the distance from anchor to the negative
sample is maximized. By introducing the margin parameter
a, we can define three categories of triplets that could be
sampled during training:
• easy triplets: triplets which have a loss of 0, because




δ Net(x), N et x+ + α < δ Net(x), Net x−
• hard triplets: triplets where the negative sample
is closer to the anchor than the positive
sample,

δ Net(x), Net x+ > δ Net(x), Net x−
• semi-hard triplets: triplets where the positive sample is
closer to the anchor than the negative
 sample, but+which

still
results
in
a
positive
loss,
δ
Net(x), 
Net x
<



δ Net(x), Net x− < δ Net(x), Net x+ + α
As shown in [22], [23], triplet selection for training triplet
network is equally important as the choice of the loss function. According to [23], different sampling strategies can lead
to drastically different solutions for the same loss function.
On the other hand, many different loss functions can perform
similarly under a given sampling strategy.
As discussed in [23], selecting the hardest negative data
sampling strategy leads to a bad local minimum early on
in training and often results in a collapsed model when all
embeddings converge into the same value irrespective of
the input (i.e. Net(x) = 0). Thus, based on the results
from [22], we have chosen the online semi-hard triplet
mining strategy. Online mining means that we select positive/negative samples from within a minibatch instead of generating triplets on the whole training set. Semi-hard mining
means that for each anchor and positive sample we randomly
select a negative
 sample that+satisfies

 the criteria of−semi
hard
triplet:
δ
Net(x),
Net
x
<
δ
Net(x), Net x
<


δ Net(x), Net x+ + α. In other words, we select negative
samples such that they lie within a margin α, but it is still hard
to learn as the distance from the anchor to negative is close to
the distance from the anchor to the positive sample.
C. PROPOSED LEARNING OBJECTIVE

FIGURE 1. Triplet network structure (adapted from [21]).
VOLUME 8, 2020

As discussed in Section II-B, triplet loss given in (4) does not
have any particular constraints regarding the distance measure between embeddings generated by the input samples.
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Thus, we employ soft-DTW distance (1) in the margin-based
triplet loss as follows:


Ltriplet (x, x+ , x− ) = max(dtwγ fθ (x), fθ x+


−dtwγ fθ (x), fθ x− + α, 0), (5)
where fθ is an embedding model with parameters θ . As discussed in detail in Section II-D, we use a neural network
as an embedding model, therefore parameters θ are simply
weights and biases of the neural network. As mentioned
before, the triplet loss function is designed to learn embeddings that will be spanned closely in the embedding space for
similar samples and far apart for non-similar ones. Unlike in
previous studies [10], [24] where embeddings were given as
fixed-length multidimensional vectors, our embedding model
fθ outputs a sequence of embeddings with the length corresponding to the length of the input sequence x. We employ
the property of soft-DTW that allows effective calculation of
the distance between time-series of different lengths; therefore, the network is designed to generate embedding outputs of varying lengths. This approach allows for capturing
additional temporal information that might be missing when
fixed-length embeddings are used.
Another advantage of using soft-DTW in triplet loss is
that it eliminates a potential mismatch between the learning
objective and the application of the embedding model in the
DTW algorithm (e.g. QbE-STD task when DTW is used
to detect the occurrence of the query in the reference set).
We conducted a set of experiments to test the hypothesis that
to achieve the best DWT performance, the embedding model
should be trained in a way consistent with the application
conditions. To check this hypothesis, the same embedding
model was trained in several different ways, and its applicability in the DTW algorithm was evaluated. The experimental
details and results are presented in Section III. To facilitate
faster and more stable convergence of the embedding model
training procedure, we are proposing a new multi-objective
loss function combining the classification loss and the triplet
loss. The proposed multi-objective loss function is defined as
follows:
L = (1 − λ)LCE + λLtriplet ,
LCE = −

3N X
C
X
n=1 i=1

I {yn = i} log P

(6)
e

WTi fθ (xn )+bi

WTj fθ (xn )+bj
C
j=1 e

, (7)

where Ltriplet is the triplet loss function, LCE is a crossentropy loss obtained from the softmax with C classes, N is
a number of triplets within a minibatch, 3N refers to three
word examples of words per triplet, fθ (xn ) is the embedding
of the n-th sample, W and b are the weights and the bias of
the linear layer attached to the last layer of the embedding
model respectively, and λ is a time-varying hyper-parameter
controlling the trade-off between the two terms of the loss
function.
We define the time-varying hyper-parameter λ as follows:
a
,
(8)
λ(i) =
1 + e−k(i−b)
103330

FIGURE 2. Time-varying hyper-parameter λ controlling the trade-off
between the two terms of the loss function.

where i is a training step, a, k and b are constant parameters
experimentally chosen to be 0.8, 0.0025, and 5000 respectively. As shown in Fig. 2, the value of λ starts at 0 and
monotonically increases to the maximum of 0.8 at the 5000-th
training step. This means that at the beginning of the training,
the triplet term Ltriplet in the loss function (6) is ignored, and
the model learns according to the classification loss LCE .
Over the training course, the trade-off between Ltriplet and
LCE gradually shifts towards the triplet term Ltriplet finally
reaching the ratio of 0.8/0.2 between triplet Ltriplet and classification LCE loss terms. We have tested different values
of parameters with a varying between 0.5 and 1 with a step
of 0.1, b between 1000 and 5000 with step of 1000, and k
between 0.0025 and 0.01 with step of 0.0025. It was found
that in all scenarios, the resulting models gave very similar
outcomes; however, the convergence rates were different. The
values of a = 0.8, k = 0.0025 led to the fastest convergence
of the network training procedure; therefore this set of values
was used in the experiments described here.
It is important to note that the proposed multi-objective loss
(6) is applicable only to the closed-set scenarios with fully
labeled data. Classification loss LCE assumes that the number
of unique words is fixed. This assumption significantly limits
the application of the proposed multi-objective approach,
especially for the QbE-STD task, where the number of unique
words is typically unknown. To address this issue, we have
compared the performance of the embedded model trained
with the multi-objective loss (6) with a model trained solely
with the triplet loss function(4). Note that when using the
triplet loss (4) solely, only weak supervision is implemented
during training making this approach applicable in an openset word discrimination task.
D. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

The proposed acoustic word embedding model is based on
the Long-Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network [17] architecture. This choice was motivated by many previous successful applications of LSTM in various speech recognition
tasks [25]–[27]. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the model consists
of two stacked LSTM layers with 512 units each, followed
VOLUME 8, 2020
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objective component) was removed from the network structure. Batch-normalization and dropout were applied to the
input of the network with a dropout rate p = 0.2. In all
experiments, an Adam optimizer [28] with a learning rate
of lr = 0.0005 was used during the training procedure. All
models were implemented using PyTorch [29].
III. EXPERIMENTS
A. A SPEECH DATASET

FIGURE 3. LSTM-based acoustic word embedding model. It consists of
recurrent LSTM cells and consecutive fully connected layers. The model
produces an embedding fθ (xt ) for each input segment xt , and the
resulting embedding fθ (x) is a sequence of fixed-length
embeddings fθ (xt ).

by three consecutive fully connected layers with 256 units
each. The output of the last fully connected layer is the
embedding. In Fig. 3, x (without a subscript) denotes the
entire input sequence representing a word. It can be expressed
as x = {xt }Tt=1 , where, xt is a vector of frame-level acoustic
features extracted from a given speech frame. For each input
feature vector xt , corresponding to a single frame, the model
generates an embedding output fθ (xt ). When Soft-DTW distance was used in Ltriplet , the consecutive embeddings were
stacked to form the final embedding fθ (x). Otherwise, only
the embedding fθ (xT ) of the last frame was used. The same
embedding model structure was used in all experiments.
The acoustic word embeddings were passed to two different branches, according to (6).
The first branch consists of a single fully connected layer
with 35 units, and a softmax applied to the output of this layer.
The size of the output layer is equal to the number of classes
(i.e. unique words). The output of the first classification
branch gives the class probability distribution for the input
sequence. It is used in the classification loss component LCE
of the multi-objective loss (6).
The second branch is consistent with the triplet network
structure shown in Fig. 1. It calculates distances between two
pairs of embeddings (x, x− ) and (x, x+ ). These distances
are used to compute the triplet loss Ltriplet component of the
multi-objective loss. It should be noted that for each input
sample from the triplet {x− , x, x+ }, the same embedding
model fθ is used.
In cases when the model was trained with the triplet loss
Ltriplet solely, the first classification branch (with the LCE
VOLUME 8, 2020

The data used in all experiments was drawn from the Speech
Commands dataset [30]. This dataset has been released
under the Creative Commons BY 4.0 license [31], which
means that no registration or specific permission to use it
for research purposes was required. The dataset consists
of 105,829 audio recordings of 35 different English words
spoken by 2,618 English speakers representing a general
population sample of speakers having different accents and
speaking styles. Given that the word recognition was not the
primary goal of this study, non-keyword or silent samples
were not included in the selected data. The wide range of
different speakers given in the Speech Commands dataset
increased the chances of high model-generalization independent of individual speakers, genders, accents, and speaking
styles. Since the recordings were captured using a laptop
computer or a mobile phone, a moderate level of background
noise was present. No processing was applied to remove the
noise, thus creating an additional requirement for the model
to be noise-robust. Each sample in the dataset was encoded as
linear 16-bit single-channel PCM values, at 16 kHz sampling
rate (i.e. 8 kHz signal bandwidth) and stored in wave audioformat.
In contrast to other commonly used datasets such as
Switchboard [32], ZeroSpeech [33], and Spoken Web Search
(SWS) 2013 [34] the Speech Commands dataset has a large
number of samples representing a relatively small number
of 35 unique words. Switchboard, for example, has a vocabulary of 1061 unique words [8]. This feature makes Speech
Commands considerably easy yet suitable dataset for a word
discrimination task.
B. TRAINING SCENARIOS

The entire speech dataset was split into 80% of training
data, and 20% for evaluation. The training was performed on
speech features extracted on a frame-by-frame basis. Each
speech sample was split into a time sequence of frames
with the frame-length of 20 ms and 10ms overlap between
subsequent frames. For each frame, an acoustic feature vector
xt containing mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs)
was calculated.
The following three word discrimination scenarios were
considered:
• Strong supervision scenario - the network was trained
to recognize words (i.e. the word labels were known).
Models were trained using a multi-objective loss given
in (6), which includes both the classification loss LCE
and the triplet loss Ltriplet . This approach had several
103331
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•

•

limitations. Models trained with strong supervision do
not guarantee good generalization of word embeddings
beyond the training vocabulary. In addition, training
under strong supervision requires a lot of examples per
class (word). It limits the applicability of strong supervision in a low-resource scenario, when each word is
represented by a small number of samples.
Weak supervision scenario - the network was trained
to recognize if a pair of words represents the same or
different words (i.e. each pair of words was labeled
as ‘‘the same’’ or ‘‘different’’). Having no information
about the individual word labels, doesn’t allow using the
classification loss LCE for training. Therefore, the network was trained solely using the triplet loss Ltriplet .
Since a given set of words can be used to generate a
larger set of pairs labeled as ‘‘the same’’ or ‘‘different’’, this approach allows increasing the training data
size without increasing the number of speech samples.
It increases the applicability of weak supervision in a
low-resource scenario when each word is represented
by a small number of samples. It is typically the case
in the QbE-STD with low-resource databases such as
ZeroSpeech [33], Spoken Web Search (SWS) 2013 [34]
or Query by Example Search on Speech Task (QUESST)
2014 [35].
No supervision scenario - in this case, no embeddings
were generated. The word discrimination was performed
directly on MFCC vectors.

C. VALIDATION PROCEDURE AND METRICS

For each pair of words from the evaluation data set, the word
discrimination system decided whether the pair contains the
same or different words. The system response labels and the
actual ‘‘ground-truth’’ labels were used to estimate the average precision (AP) as an overall system performance measure. To determine the AP value, for each pair of words from
the evaluation set, the distance between acoustic embeddings
of both words was calculated, and a threshold was applied to
determine if the pair represents the same or different words.
By sweeping the threshold value, a precision-recall curve was
obtained from which the AP was estimated.
Additionally, we have compared distances between word
embeddings within positive (both samples belong to the
same word) and negative (different words) pairs on the
batch of 2000 triplets. For each model 4000 distances were
calculated (2000 for positive pairs and 2000 for negative pairs) using three different distance measures Cosine,
Euclidean, and Soft-DTW. Distributions of distances between
embeddings for positive and negative pairs were plotted and
compared by calculating Kullback-Leibler (KL) distribution
divergence measure. For a well-performing model, these two
distributions should be far apart, with the distribution of
positive pairs having lower distance values than the negative
pairs. Accordingly, the higher the KL divergence between
distributions, the better the discrimination between them.
103332

Finally, to enable a qualitative analysis of the clustering
outcomes, the learned embedding space was visualized using
t-SNE [36] tool, which projected the embeddings onto the
two-dimensional plane.
D. EVALUATED AWEs

As explained in Section III-B, three training scenarios were
considered; one with strong, one with weak and one with no
supervision. In the strong supervision scenario, word labels
were provided during the training process, and the models
were trained with the multi-objective loss function defined in
(6). The following models were trained in this scenario:
• CE - these AWEs were obtained via training the neural network discussed in Section II-D using the crossentropy loss LCE only.
• CE + L2-triplet - AWEs were learned using the loss
function L similar to the one in (6). The only difference
is that triplet loss Ltriplet is computed with the L2 distance instead of the proposed Soft-DTW distance.
• CE + Cos-triplet - AWEs were learned using the loss
function L, where triplet loss Ltriplet was computed with
the cosine distance. This version of Ltriplet was used for
training the best performing model in [10].
• CE + Soft-DTW-triplet(our method) - AWEs were
learned according to the proposed method discussed in
Section II-C. In contrast to CE + L2-triplet and CE +
Cos-triplet, the triplet loss Ltriplet here is computed with
the Soft-DTW distance dtwγ (x, y), given in (1).
The weak supervision scenario assumes that word labels
are unknown, and only information about whether the word
pairs are the same or different was given. In this scenario,
we evaluate models trained with the triplet loss (4) only. The
following models were trained in this scenario:
• L2-triplet - AWEs were learned using the triplet loss
Ltriplet ,computed with the L2 distance.
• Cos-triplet - this model was adopted from [10], where
authors call it Siamese LSTM. According to [10],
Siamese LSTM outperforms all previous results on the
word discrimination task and thus we compare the performance of our model against Siamese LSTM. To keep
consistency within this work, we refer to this model
as Cos-triplet. The major difference between learning
objectives of Siamese LSTM and the proposed DTWtriplet is that the loss function uses Cosine distance
rather than Soft-DTW when computing the distance
between AWEs.
• Soft-DTW-triplet (our method) - AWEs were learned
according to the proposed method discussed in the subsection II-C with the triplet loss Ltriplet ,computed with
the Soft-DTW distance dtwγ (x, y) (1).
In the no supervision scenario, no embeddings were generated. The word discrimination was performed directly on
MFCC vectors using the triplet loss Ltriplet only.
Regarding the computational complexity of the training
process, all models within individual training scenarios had
VOLUME 8, 2020
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FIGURE 4. Distribution of distances between AWEs within positive and negative pairs. Positive pair means that both samples are drawn from the same
class (same word). Negative pair assumes that samples from this pair are drawn from different classes (different words). AWEs are learned with strong
supervision.

identical network structures and an equal number of trainable
parameters defined by the number of layers and number of
units per each layer. What made them computationally different was the computational complexity of the loss function and
the complexity of computing its gradient. The computational
complexity of the Soft-DTW algorithm was O(nm) where n
and m were the respective lengths of the analyzed sequences.
It was a contrast to the constant complexity of the Cosine and
Euclidean distances. In this study, the analyzed sequences had
an average length of 100 samples, and a noticeably longer
time was needed to train Soft-DTW models. Namely, for
the Soft-DTW-triplet and CE + Soft-DTW-triplet models,
the training time was increased by a factor of 1.5 compared
to other models.
IV. RESULTS
A. DISTANCE DISTRIBUTIONS

Distances between different AWEs were calculated for a
batch of 2000 triplets with corresponding 2000 similar word
pairs and 2000 non-similar word pairs. For all models, a fixed
set was used to avoid randomness when evaluating the performance of the resulting AWEs.
VOLUME 8, 2020

In order to validate the significance of obtained results, this
procedure of distance calculation was performed on 20 randomly sampled batches of 2000 triplets each, followed by
conducting the one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). The
null-hypothesis claims that there is no statistically significant
difference between the means of these 20 groups. The resulting p − value of ANOVA test was equal to 0.62 which didn’t
provide enough evidence to reject the null hypothesis.
Figures 4 and 5 depict distributions of distances between
embeddings for different embedding models. Fig. 4 illustrates
the distances achieved with four different models trained
within the strong supervision scenario. Fig. 5 shows the distributions achieved by three different models trained within the
weak supervision scenario, and the distribution for MFCCs
obtained in an unsupervised way. Each sub-figure in Figures 4
and 5 corresponds to one of the different word embedding
models. Within each sub-figure, one can see two distributions: ‘Positives’ and ‘Negatives.’ ‘Positives’ (marked in
blue) correspond to the distances computed between samples
of the same class (i.e. the same words), whereas ‘Negatives’
(marked in yellow) refer to the distances between samples
representing different classes (i.e. different words). Table 1,
103333
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FIGURE 5. Distribution of distances between AWEs within positive and negative pairs. Positive pair means that both samples are drawn from the same
class (same word). Negative pair assumes that samples from this pair are drawn from different classes (different words). AWEs are learned with weak
supervision.

FIGURE 6. Precision vs. recall for different AWEs in the strong supervision
scenario.

FIGURE 7. Precision vs. recall for different AWEs in the weak supervision
scenario.

on the other hand, shows values of the KL divergence measure
used to quantify distances between distribution of ‘Positives’
and ‘Negatives’ for different embedding models within all
supervision scenarios.
Looking at the outcomes of the strong supervision, it can
be seen in Fig.4, that CE, and CE+L2-triplet AWEs models
have a similar discrepancy between ‘Positives’ and ‘Negatives’, with the largest overlap between these two distributions compared to other models trained in this scenario.

This is confirmed in quantitative terms with CE and CE+L2triplet achieving a lower KL divergence between ‘Positives’
and ‘Negatives’, equal to 4.266 and 5.279 respectively, compared to other models trained in this scenario. CE+Costriplet achieves the highest KL divergence of 7.723 with a
visible distinction between ‘Positives’ and ‘Negatives’ distributions. CE+Soft-DTW-triplet has a slightly lower KL
divergence of 7.388, which is still comparable with the best
result achieved by CE+Cos-triplet.
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FIGURE 8. Visualization of AWEs obtained with DTW-triplet.

Considering the weak supervision scenario, Fig.5 shows
that L2-triplet demonstrates less distinction between ‘Positives’ and ‘Negatives’ with KL divergence of 3.050 when
compared against its counterpart CE+L2-triplet trained
with strong supervision. We observed the same trend of
the lower performance for other weakly supervised models
relative to their fully-supervised analogs. Cos-triplet, for
example, achieves KL divergence equal to 6.114 as opposed
to CE+Cos-triplet KL divergence of 7.723. Our proposed
model Soft-DTW-triplet has KL divergence of 5.885 as
opposed to CE+Soft-DTW-triplet with AP equal to 7.388.
The best performing model Cos-triplet, which corresponds
to Siamese LSTM from [10], outperforms our model showing the best discrepancy between distributions and achieves
KL divergence equal to 6.114.
Finally, in the case of no supervision, Fig.5 shows that
there is almost no difference between two distributions for
VOLUME 8, 2020

‘Positives’ and ‘Negatives’ when MFCCs were used as
AWEs. Table 1 supports this hypothesis by showing KL
divergence of 1.1087 for MFCCs.
B. PRECISION VS. RECALL

Precision vs. recall curves for AWEs learned with weak and
strong supervision scenarios are presented in Figures 6 and 7,
respectively. In addition,Table 1 provides the AP values of
word discrimination approaches based on embedding models
used in all training scenarios. The AP values were calculated
as the area under the precision-recall curves, characterizing
the average performance of the word discrimination system
across all operating points. Figures 6 and 7 show the achieved
precision-recall contours in strong and weak supervision
scenarios, respectively. It can be observed in Fig.6 that
in the strong supervision case, CE+Cos-triplet and the
proposed CE+Soft-DTW-triplet significantly outperformed
103335
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TABLE 1. Comparison of embedding models trained under different
supervision scenarios.

the other models CE and CE+L2-triplet. The proposed model CE+Soft-DTW-triplet slightly outperformed
CE+Cos-triplet, achieving AP of 0.909 while CE+Costriplet shows AP of 0.897. It is quite noticeable that
all models in this scenario produced substantially higher
AP compared with results reported in [37] and [8]. This
was expected due to the relatively ‘‘easy’’ word discrimination dataset used in this work, as discussed in
Section III-A.
Results presented in Fig.7, on the other hand, are more
consistent with previous word discrimination studies. Costriplet, adopted from [10], achieved AP of 0.682, which is
almost identical to AP of 0.671 reported in [10] for the same
model. The best performing model in the weak supervision
scenario was the proposed Soft-DTW-triplet. It achieved
AP of 0.737 outperforming the second-best Cos-triplet by
approximately 0.05. The L2-triplet model showed the lowest
AP equal to 0.497 among other triplet networks. This result
is consistent with findings reported in [37], and shows poor
performance of L2-based models.
C. EMBEDDING SPACE VISUALIZATION

To visualize the learned embedding space of the best performing CE + Soft-DTW-triplet model, we have created
a two-dimensional plot showing embeddings of 12 different
words from the dataset vocabulary using the t-SNE data
visualization tool. The resulting graph is presented in Fig. 8.
It can be observed in this example that the clusters for different words are well separated, showing relatively small
intra and large inter-class distances. The majority of the
samples were correctly clustered within the same word class,
with only a small number of outliers. Moreover, the relative distance between clusters, in most cases, indicates
how phonetically similar the corresponding words are. For
example, words with phonetically close phonemes /æ/, /e/
reside mostly in the upper part of embedding space, whereas
words with /o/ phoneme can be found in the lower left-hand
corner. Although these results provide interesting insights
into the distribution of the words within the embedding
space, further studies are needed to investigate how phonetically correlated words are distributed in that space. It would
also be interesting to analyze the effect of the model’s
complexity on the embedding space and its representation
capability.
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V. CONCLUSION

A novel method of learning acoustic word embeddings
via triplet network with Soft-DTW as a distance measure
between the embeddings was proposed and evaluated. It was
demonstrated that the proposed model is competitive with
recent deep learning benchmarks for the word discrimination
task. Experimental validation results have shown that the
Soft-DTW-triplet trained with weak supervision achieves
AP equal to 0.737 on Speech Commands dataset as opposed
to Siamese LSTM with AP of 0.682 adopted from [10].
The proposed approach is principally different from other
methods using AWEs [8], [10]. Namely, it is capable of
learning length-varying embeddings and determines the similarity between word embeddings with soft-DTW. To match
applications of embeddings during inference and training,
a triplet loss with soft-DTW was proposed as distance measure between samples. It was demonstrated that embeddings
obtained via the proposed method improve word discrimination outcomes. The proposed learning objective ensures
that embeddings are learned in a way that similar words
have a small DTW distance and remain close to each other
in the embedding space while non-similar words occur far
apart from each other and have a high DTW distance. This
hypothesis was validated by computing distances between
similar and non-similar words and then plotting the resulted
distributions of distances. A good discriminatory ability was
observed meaning that similar and non-similar word pairs
were far apart from each other, with a small overlap between
the distributions tails.
In future studies, the proposed in this study embedding
model will be evaluated on more challenging datasets such
as ZeroSpeech [33], Spoken Web Search (SWS) 2013 [34],
or Query by Example Search on Speech Task (QUESST)
2014 [35]. These datasets are considered as most appropriate for QbE-STD tasks. Evaluation based on these datasets
will give a clear understanding of the performance of our
model in more realistic QbE-STD scenarios. In addition,
we will study the applicability of the proposed method in
tasks of incomplete sequence matching and incomplete spoken term detection. Incomplete sequence matching is essential for systems where the decision has to be made based
on incomplete temporal information. It would be interesting
to see if the proposed method could be adapted to such a
challenging task.
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